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A process logic (PL) is defined that subsumes Pratt’s process logic, Parikh’s SOAPL, 
Nishimura’s process logic, and Pnueli’s Temporal Logic in expressiveness. The language of 
PL is an extension of the language of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL). A deductive 
system for PL is given which includes the Segerberg axioms for PDL and it is proved that it is 
complete. It is also shown that PL is decidable. 
1. INTR~DIJ~TI~N 
The introduction of modal logic to program specification and verification has 
significantly aided our understanding of the process of reasoning about programs. 
Although the trappings vary, Algorithmic Logic, Dynamic Logic, and Temporal 
Logic all share common principles rooted in modal logic. These principles are 
becoming recognized as the appropriate vehicle for expressing many properties of a 
dynamic nature (see, e.g., Meyer [ 171). 
Dynamic Logic (DL), introduced by Pratt 18, 251, its propositional counterpart 
PDL, introduced by Fischer and Ladner [5], and Algorithmic Logic (Salwicki 
[2,32]), reflecting their Floyd-Hoare heritage, deal quite successfully with the 
before-afrer behavior of programs. It is a major limitation, however, that these logics 
cannot deal with the progressive behavior of programs; e.g., DL is unsuited for 
assertions like, variable x assumes value 0 at some point during the computation. 
Accordingly, various process logics have been developed to handle this more 
difficult task, mostly at the propositional level. Pratt [27] suggested using two 
process connectives I (during) and 1 @reserves), besides the usual DL connectives. 
He presented lists of axioms and rules for these constructs and proved some partial 
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completeness results. Subsequently, Parikh [22] defined the language SOAPL and 
showed that the validity problem for SOAPL was decidable. He also showed that 
SOAPL is at least as powerful as the language of Pratt, and Hare1 [9] later showed 
that it is strictly more powerful. The syntax of SOAPL, as defined in [22], was quite 
complex, and in particular, did not seem to give rise to a clean set of axioms which 
might serve as a basis for a completeness result. Indeed, one goal at that point 
seemed to be proving a completeness theorem for a decidable process language with 
reasonable expressive power (say, at least as powerful as SOAPL). 
Independently, Pnueli [ 23, 241 was developing the Temporal Logic of Programs 
(TL), in which assertions about the progressive behavior of a computation can be 
made. In particular, TL can express freedom from deadlock, liveness, and mutual 
exclusion [ 7, 161. One limitation of TL is that it provides no means for naming 
programs: the universe of discourse consists of a single, fixed program (in the 
parlance of [23], TL is endogenous). Although TL can discuss the synthesis of 
complex programs from simpler ones to some extent using at predicates, it is, in 
general, difficult to do so, since the logic is not tailored for this purpose. Recently. 
Nishimura [ 201 suggested combining PDL and TL by attaching a program (r to a TL. 
formula X, the resulting formula asserting that X holds in all computations of CL. 
Nishimura showed that his language (call it, NL) is at least as powerful as SOAPL. 
He also argued that NL is in some sense as powerful as one could reasonably expect, 
by the result of Kamp [lo] later refined by Gabbay et al. [ 7 1, that TL is precisely as 
strong in expressive power as the first-order theory of linear order with a first 
element. The primitives of Nishimura’s system however, are still too intricate to yield 
a complete deductive system. One problem is, like SOAPL, that it has two kinds of 
formulas, state and path formulas. While this dichotomy may appear semantically 
natural, it leads to problems in constructing an axiom system. In PL. we avoid this 
dichotomy, leading to a substantial simplification. 
Adopting the basic motivation of Nishimura, we define a process logic PL, which 
like NL can also be viewed as a fusion of TL and PDL. PL is simpler than NL in 
that all formulas are path formulas. Nevertheless, PL is as expressive as any of the 
logics PDL, TL, or NL. Moreover, PL is defined in such a way that it is a direct 
extension of PDL, both intuitively and formally. An appealing consequence of this is 
that all truths of PDL automatically hold in PL. We give an axiom system for PL. 
extending the Segerberg axiomatization of PDL, and prove it complete. The 
completeness proof is an extended version of the completeness proof of 115 ] for PDL. 
We also show that PL is dedidable, but we do not know whether it is elementary. in 
contrast to PDL, which is known to be decidable in exponential time ([ 28 1, see also 
151). 
Section 2 contains the definition of PL and examples of its expressive power. In 
particular, PL is at least as powerful as any of the previously mentioned process 
logics. In Section 3 it is shown that the validity problem for PL is decidable. 
Section 4 contains the definition of a deductive system for PL and preliminary 
technical results in preparation for the completeness theorem, which is proved in 
Section 5. Section 6 indicates some directions for further work. 
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2. DEFINITION OF PL 
Basic Concepts 
Before defining the syntax and semantics of PL formally, we shall start with a brief 
intuitive outline. We assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of PDL (see, 
e.g., [5]). 
PL is interpreted over path models. Like a Kripke model of PDL, a path model is 
built upon a set of states, but in addition we may talk about paths of states. A path is 
just a finite or countable sequence of states, repetitions allowed. All formulas in the 
language of PL are path formulas; a formula X is either true or false in path p. This 
is in contrast to NL, SOAPL, and TL, which have both path and state formulas, and 
PDL, which has only state formulas. 
States will be denoted s, t,..., and paths will be denoted p, q, r,.... A path is of length 
k if it consists of k + 1 states. We identify a state with the O-length path consisting of 
that state alone. The first and last states of a path p are denoted first(p) and last(p), 
respectively (last(p) does not exist for infinite paths). If p, q are two paths such that 
last(p) =first(q), then pq denotes the fusion of p and q. For example, if p = s, s2s3 
and q=s3s4s5, thenpq=s,s,s,s,s,. If fast(p) #first(q), then pq is undefined. 
A path q is a suffix of p if there exists an Y such that p = rq. A suffix of p is proper 
if it is not equal to p. If p is not of length 0, then it has a longest proper suffix, 
denoted next(p). Prefixes and proper prefixes are defined similarly. 
Syntax 
The language of PL is the language of PDL [ 5, 151 augmented with two additional 
operators f and suf. The operator f is applied to a formula X to yield a new formula 
fX, meant to express the condition that X holds in the unique initial prefix of length 0. 
The binary operator suf corresponds to the U (until) operator of TL. There, if X and 
Y are state properties, then XUY expresses the path property that there exists a state s 
along the path satisfying Y such that all states occurring on the path before s satisfy 
X. The definition of suf in PL will be the same, only amended to account for the fact 
that PL has only path formulas and no state formulas. It is known 17, lo] that all 
purely temporal connectives are expressible from the U operator of TL, and hence 
also from the suf operator of PL. 
Formally, PL has two sorts, programs a, ,8 ,..., and propositions X, Y ,.... It has 
primitive program letters a, b,..., primitive proposition letters P, Q,..., operators U, ;, 
and * which operate on programs, and operators V, 7, f, and suf which operate on 
propositions. Compound propositions and programs are built up from the primitive 
letters using these operators according to the following rules: 
if a, p are programs, then so are a; p, a Up, and a*, 
if X, Y are propositions, then so are XV Y, 4, fX, and X suf Y 
if a is a program and X is a proposition, then (a) X is a proposition. 
We use the abbreviations a/3, X A Y, X 1 Y, and X z Y for a;& -,(-XV -,y>, 
-X V Y, and (X EJ Y) A (Y 3 X), respectively. 
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Semantics 
A path model is a triple M = (S, k:, R), where S is a set of states, F= is a 
satisfiability relation for primitive propositions, and R is a relation assigning sets of 
paths to primitive programs. A path satisfies primitive proposition P iff its first state 
does. We write p I= P if path p satisfies primitive proposition P, and we write p E R,, 
if p is a member of the set of paths assigned by R to primitive program a. 
Relations R and k are extended to compound propositions and programs 
according to the following rules: 
R,,=R,R,={pqlp~R,andq~R,}, 
R nv4 =R, VR,, 
R,* = (_I R,i, 
icw 
pl=XV Y if p I= X or pF Y, 
PbJX iff not p F X, 
p+ (a>X iff 3qER, pq+X, 
P+m iff first(p) + X, 
p!=Xssuf Y iff 3q such that 
(i) q is a proper suffix of p and q F= Y, and 
(ii) Vr, if r is a proper suffix of p and q is a 
proper suffix of r, then r F X. 
In the definition of suf, all suffixes under consideration are proper. This allows us to 
define an important operator n (for next). The formula Rx says that a maximal 
proper suffix exists and satisfies X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. nX = 0 s&Y. 
Thus p satisfies nX if there exists a proper suffix q satisfying X and all intervening 
suffixes satisfy 0 (false), i.e., there are no intervening suffixes: therefore, q must be 
next(p). In other words, 
Pk=nx iff next(p) I= X. 
We now define several other useful operators in terms of the primitives f and suf, 
and briefly describe their intended meaning. In the PL formulas below, unary 
operators have precedence over binary operators, but otherwise ambiguity is resolved 
by parentheses. True and false are denoted 1 and 0. The notation nkX stands for 
nn ... nX with k appearances of n. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. 
L,=iiO 
L =nkiiO k 
someX = X V (1suU) 
allX = dome-3 
lad = some(X A L,) 
fin = last 1 
inf = -4h 
S(Xo,..., X,;Y)=fX,AnW,A--.AnkfXkAnknY 
qx,,..., Xk)=fXO AnfX, A .-- AnkfXk fInkriO. 
The operators ii and n are duals. Whereas n says, “there exists a proper suffix, and 
the longest one satisfies X,” its dual ii says, “if there exists a proper suffix, then the 
longest one satisfies X.” Thus n is existential in nature and ii is universal. These 
operators are related to the nexttime operator of Temporal Logic. 
The operator L, (for length 0) says that if there exists a proper suffix, then it 
satisfies 0; i.e., there does not exist a proper suffix. This says that the path is of length 
0. Similarly, L, says that the path is of length k. 
The operator some applied to X says that there exists a suffix satisfying X, and 
allX says that all suffixes satisfy X. IastX says that there is a last state in the path, 
i.e., the path is of finite length, and the last state satisfies X. fin (inf) says that the 
path is of finite (infinite) length. 
S(X,,..., Xk ; Y) says that the ith of the first k + 1 states of the path satisfies Xi and 
the remainder of the path satisfies Y. S(X,,..., Xk) says that the path is of length k 
and the ith state satisfies Xi. 
The constructs of other process logics can be expressed in PL. For example, Pratt’s 
[ 27 ] a I X and (r 1 X are expressed as 
[a J(someX) and 
[a ](all 7 X V allX V (--X A ((-X)suf(allX)))), 
respectively. Nishimura’s aX is expressed as f([a] X), and [cz] X of PDL as 
[a]@ 3 IastX). Also, using results of [7, lo], program-free formulas of PL are 
simply a notational variant of TL [23, 241. 
Several properties relevant to real programming systems can be expressed, such as 
freedom from deadlock, liveness, and mutual exclusion [ 7, 161. 
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3. THE DECISION PROBLEM FOR PL 
In this section we shall prove that the validity problem for PL is decidable. This is 
done by encoding PL into SnS, the second order theory of n successors, shown 
decidable in Rabin [31]. Parikh used the same technique to show that SOAPL is 
decidable [22]. 
To be slightly more precise, the decidability of PL will follow from a lemma 
stating that for any formula X of PL, there is a formula X’ of the language of SnS, 
for some appropriate n depending on X, such that X is satisfiable iff X’ is true in the 
standard model of SnS. The key observation leading to this lemma is that X is 
satisfiable iff it is true in a tree-like model in which states do not repeat. 
Let X be an arbitrary formula of PL involving primitive programs a, ,.,., a, and 
propositional letters P, ,..., P,. We shall be using the second order language L, + 3 of 
n + 3 successor functions a, ,..., a,, b, c, d, where successor a applied to formula x 
will be written xu. The language allows individual variables X,-V,..., and set variables 
A, B,.... Quantification over both types of variables is permitted and the language 
includes Boolean connectives and a membership relation x EA. For the standard 
semantics and details the reader is referred to Rabin [ 3 11. The set of sentences of L, 
true in the standard semantics is called the second order theory of n successors, and is 
denoted SnS. 
Our main goal is to construct a formula X’ of Ln+3 which is in S(n + 3) S iff there 
is a model M and path p in M such that p F 2’. The formula X’ will be of the form 
3U,B ,,..., B,, C ,,..., C,,A(model(U, B ,,..., B,, C ,,..., C,) A path(A) A @,(A)). (4 
Here, U will encode the state space S of M, B, the interpretation in M of primitive 
program a,, Cj that of proposition letter Pj, and A the path p. The subformulas model 
and path will guarantee this kind of behavior. The formula @,(A) which, in general, 
will involve the B’s and C’s, will have a free variable A and will be defined by 
induction on the structure of X. 
Let M = (S, b=, R) be a model; without loss of generality we can assume that S is 
countable. Let Z = (a, ,..., u,, b, c, d}, where 6, c, and d are new symbols, used in the 
encoding into S(n + 3) S. It is possible to find a nonempty set (possibly finite) 
T= {so, s ,,...,) c S such that any s E S is on some path p E R, for some a E (UUi)* 
and first(p) E T. In other words, every state in S is accessible by programs from 
states in T. Without loss of generality, assume that T is minimal with this property. 
Certainly, for any s E S there are at most countably many paths in Rai starting at s; 
assume they are numbered. Now define a partial function 6: C* -+ S as follows: 
6(b’) = si 
6(xu,d’c”) = 
for i > 0 such that si E T (in particular s(n) = sO) 
the(k + l)th state on thejth path of Rai 
which starts at 6(x); for 1 ,< i < n, j > 0, k 2 0. 
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In particular, G(xaidj) = 6(x). We write 6(x) 1 = s if 6(x) is defined and equal to s. 
Set S’ = {x)6(x) is defined}. Now define a partial function y: 2”’ + S* U S” as 
follows: y(A) is defined iff A = {x1, x2,..., } (possibly finite), and for all i, xi E S’ and 
xi ( xi+ 1 (where x ( y iff x is a proper prefix of y) and for no y E S’ is it the case 
that xi < y < xi+ 1. We then set y(A) = (6(x,), 6(x,),...,). 
EXAMPLE. Let R,,= {(s,,,s,s’)},Ra2= {(s’,s,,)}; take T= {s,,}. Then 6(A)=s,, 
&a, dc) = s, and &a, dcc) = s’. Also, if x = (a, dccu,dc)’ for any i, then 6(x) = sO, 
6(xu,dc)=s, and 6(xu,dcc)=s’. If A,= {a,&, a,&, u,dccu,dc, u,dccu,dcu,dc}, 
then 6(A,) 1 = (s, s’, sO, s). 
Given the model it4 define sets By, I< i < n and Cy, 1 <j < m, encoding the 
meanings of ui and Pi as follows: 
Let Bf’ = U A-{first element of A}, where the union is over all sets A such that 
y(A) 1 E Rai, and the first element of A is the unique x, such that A = (x,, x2,...,} in 
the definition of y(A) above. 
In the case of A,, in the example above we have simply By = 
U, {x, xuldc, xu,dcc}, for all x = (u,dccu,dc)‘, i < 0. 
Let Cy = {xix E S’, 6(x) F Pi}. Before defining the formulas model, path and 
@,(A), we establish some abbreviations for concepts definable in L,, 3. 
(1) x < y (x is an initial segment of y): 
VA(x E A A Vz((z E A II Aizui E A A&,b,c,d,~v E A) my E A)). 
(2) liner(A) (A is linearly ordered by <): 
VxVy(xEAAy~Az(x<yVy<x)). 
(3) first(A,x) ( x is the first element of linearly ordered A): 
linor(A)AVy(yEAIx<y)AxEA. 
(4) suff~x(A, B) (the linearly ordered B is a proper suffix of the linearly 
ordered A): 
liner(A) A liner(B) A 3x(x E A A -&st(A, x) 
AVy((x<yAyEA)-yEB)). 
(5) single(A, x) (A = {x}): 
xEA AVy(yEAxx=y). 
(6) pair@, x, y) (A = Ix, y}): 
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(7) conc(A, B, C) (A, B, and C are linearly ordered, and either A is infinite and 
C = A, or A is finite and its last element is the first in B and C represents the 
concatenation of A and B): 
linor(A) A liner(B) A liner(C) A 3x(x E A) 
/?(Vx(xEAr>3y(y>xAyEAA,y=x)AVx(xEA=xEC)) 
V (3x(x E A A Vy( y E A 3 y ,< x) A first(B, x) 
AVZV~(XEAA~EBIX<~) 
A Vz(z E C SE (z E A V z E B)))). 
(8) next(A, x, y) (x and y are consecutive in linearly ordered A): 
(9) segment(A, B, x, y) (B is the subset of the linearly ordered A enclosed by 
x and y): 
linor(A)AxEAAyEAAVz(zEBr(zEAAx,<z<y)). 
(10) rest(A, B, x) (B is the infinite suftix of the linearly ordered A starting at 
x): 
liner(A) A x E A, A Vy(y E A 3 3z(z E A A z > y A -Z = y)) 
A Vy(yEA Ay>xryEB). 
(11) a-extension(x, y) (for a E C, x = ya’, i > 0): 
x>~AVA((XEAAVZ(Z~EA~ZEA))?J’EA). 
Now define 
path(A): linor(A)AVxVyVz((x<yAy<zAxEAAzEA) 
A(yEUVJw(w=LAb-extension (y,w))~yEA)) 
A Vx(x E A 2 (x E U V 3w(w = 2 A b-extension(x, w)))), 
where w = L is defined, e.g., by A Vx(-+v = xu), with the conjunction taken over all 
a E L. In words, a path is a dense linearly ordered set A with elements either from the 
set U described below, or of the form b’, i > 0. 
Now define the formula model(U, B, ,..., B,, C, ,..., C,) which will assert that the 
sets Bi encode atomic programs as Bf’ for some model M, and similarly for the Cj. 
The set U is asserted to include the elements in all the Bi. Thus, U together with the 
set {b’li > 0}, can encode the domain S of a model 44. Define model as: 
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UZ 0 A U= Ui<i<nBi 
A A,<j<m Vx(x E Cj 3 (X E U V 3W(W = J A b-e.xtension(x, W)))) 
AA r<i<nVX((XCE BixXE Bi) A (XddE BixXdE Bi) 
A (X E B, 1 Zlz(stRrt-stRtei(x, z)))), 
where start-state& z) is defined as: 
VU(U = ZUid ~ 3v(d-extension(v, U) A Vy(y = vc 3 c-extension(x, y)))) 
A (z E U V 3w(w = L A b-extension(z, w))). 
Thus, Bi is asserted to be closed under shorter paths of a, and under less paths, and 
each x E Bi is asserted to be of the form zaid’ck for some j > 0, k > 0, where z is 
either in U or of the form d, j > 0. 
Now, by induction on the complexity of the formula X of PL, we define the L, + 3 
formula @,(A), depending on U and the Bi and Cj. One clause of the definition 
involves an L,, 3 formula Ye(A) for each program a in PL. These formulas are also 
defined below. 
@&I) = Vx(first(A, x) 3 x E Ci) 
@-XV I= ,@,(A > 
@x&) = @,(A > v @Y(A) 
@ xsu&) = 3B (sufW4 B) A @y(B) 
A VC (suflix(A, C) A suflh(C, B) r> tPx(C))) 
@,(A) = VB Vx (single(B, x) 
A first(A, x) I> Q,(B)) 
Qta,&4) = 3B(path(B) A Ug.(B) A Vx(fmt(B, x) 3 (x E A 
A VY(YEA IY<X)) 
A VC (conc(A, B, C) 2 Gx(C))). 
Now, define Y&4) by induction on a for PL programs: 
‘Y,,(A)=~~~B(<EBA~~~~~(B)AB~B~AVX(XEA~(X=ZVXEB)) 
A first@, z) A Vx((x E B A xc E B,) 2 xc E B 
A(XCEBAXEBi)~XEB)), 
yd”O(A) = vd(A) v Y&l), 
Y,&4) = 3B 3C (conc(B, C, A) A Ya(B) A \y,(C)), 
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‘y,,(A) = 3B(Vx(x E B I x E A) A liner(B) A Vx Vy (next(B, x, y) 
3 VC (segment(A, C x, y) I> Yd(C))) A 3x (x E B A first(A, x)) 
A Vx(xEA A VJJ(X<~I+EA))=,XEB) 
A Vx VC (rest(A, C, x) A x E B 
A vy(yEB~y<x)~ Ye(C)). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let U G .Z*. For each A G U, y(A) is defined @path(A) is true. 
Proof: Immediate. 1 
Now let M be given, We can talk about the truth in S(n + 3) S of formulas 
involving U, Bi, Cj by adopting the convention that they are taken, respectively, to be 
l_JM = Ui BY, By and Cj”. With this convention we have Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 which 
are proven tediously but easily by induction on the structure of cr and X, respectively. 
We provide proofs for one case in each lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. For every program a, and for every path p in M, 
(1) for every A E Z*, if y(A)1 =p and Ye(A) holds, then p E R,. 
(2) ifp E R,, then for every x such that 6(x)1 = first(p), there exists A s C* 
such that y(A)1 =p, x E A, and YJA) holds. 
Proof: We prove the lemma for the case a/?. 
(1) Let y(A)1 =P and Y=,(A) hold. Then 3B, C s.t. Ya(B) and YD(C), and 
A = BC. By the definition of y we have y(B)1 = q and y(C)1 = r for some q, r and 
qr =p. By the inductive hypothesis, part (l), we obtain q E R,, r E R, and hence 
p=qrER,,. 
(2) Let PER,,, so that p = qr with q E R, and r E R,. By the inductive 
hypothesis on a we have that for every x such that 6(x)1 = fust(q), there is B c C” 
such that y(B)1 = q, x E B, and YJB) holds. Now B must be finite. Let y be the 
largest element in B. Clearly, 6(y) = last(q) = first(r). Apply the inductive hypothesis 
to p with d(y)1 = first(r) and r E R,, to obtain some CC Z* such that v(C)1 = r, 
y E C, and Yb(C) holds. So we have that for every x such that 6(x)1 = first(q) = 
first(p) there is A E Z*, namely, the set A = B U C, such that x E A. In order to 
show that YJA) holds all we need to show is that conc(B, C, A) holds. But this 
follows from the facts that y is the largest element in B, y E C, 6(y) = first(r) = last(q) 
and y(B) = q, y(C) = r. a 
LEMMA 3.3. For every X and for every A E Z:*, if y(A)1 =p for some path p in 
M, then p I= X iff @,(A) holds. 
Proof: We prove the lemma for the case (a) X. Assume y(A)1 =p. 
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(1) Let p k (a) X. Then there is q E R, such that pq is defined and pq k X. By 
Lemma 3.2(2) for each x such that 6(x)1 = first(q), there is B G Z* such that 
y(B)1 = q, x E B, and Yd(B) holds. By Lemma 3.1 we also have that path(B) holds. 
By the inductive hypothesis, from pq I= X we may infer that for any C such that 
y(C)1 =pq, we have Qx(C) holding. In particular, for any C such that conc(A, B, C) 
holds, we would have Qx(C) holding too. Now choose x to be the largest element in 
A, hence 6(x) = last(p) = first(q). The B existing by Lemma 3.2 is that chosen to 
satisfy @(,&). 
(2) Let @(,&I) hold. Then there is B c Z* such that y(B)1 = q for some q, 
Ye(B) holds, and pq is defined. Furthermore, C = A U B satisfies Qx(C). By 
Lemma 3.2(l) we have qE R,. Since r(C)1 =pq, we conclude by the inductive 
hypothesis that pq k X. Hence p k (a) X. m 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be any formula of PL involving atomic programs from among 
la I ,..., a,_ L ] and atomic propositions from among (P, ,..., P,). Then X is satisfiable 
iffformula (*) is in S(n + 3) S. 
Proof Note that a,, does not appear in X. 
Only if: Let M’, p k X. Consider the model A4 obtained from M’ by letting 
R,” = {p). This ensures the existence of some A with y(A)1 = p. Clearly, since X does 
not refer to a,,, we have M,p I= X. If U, Bi and Cj are taken to be respectively, U”, 
By, and Cy as defined earlier, and A is taken to be some set such that y(A)1 =p, 
then by Lemma 3.1, path(A) holds, by Lemma 3.3, @*(A) holds, and the formula 
model holds by the construction of U”, Br, and Cj”. 
If: Let (*) be a true sentence of Ln+3, and let @, By, Cj”, and A be the sets 
asserted in (*) to exist. Define the model M = (S, k, R) by: 
S= i?U {b’li>O} 
u k Pi iff uECj, 
Rai = ((2, zaidcc,..., )I all elements in path are in Bi except possibly z, 
z E S, and the sequence is either infinite or maximal 
finite satisfying the conditions}. 
It is easy to see that the formula model forces By and Cj” to be By and CT. By 
Lemma 3.3 we obtain that M, p I= X for p = y(A). 
By Rabin’s [ 3 1 ] result that SnS is decidable, we conclude: 
THEOREM 3.1. The validity problem for PL is decidable. 
We do not know of an elementary bound on the complexity of deciding validity of 
PL. In fact, it is possible that Meyer’s [ 171 result on the complexity of the first order 
theory of linear order could be used to show that PL is nonelementary. 
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The following proof system is purely equational. Some of the axiom schemas below 
are given in the form X 2 Y, but this is equivalent to the equation (X A Y) z X. There 
is one rule of inference, namely substitution of equals for equals. We write X = Y if 
i- X z Y and X < Y if i- X 2 Y, where t- denotes provability in this system. A 
formula X is consistent if not X= 0. 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
All axioms of PDL (see [S, 15, 21]), including propositional logic. 
f(XV Y)zfXVfY. 
f-x z 7fX. 
(XsufY) v (XsufZ) z Xsuf( Y v Z). 
(XsufY) A (ZsufW) z (X A i) suf(Y A W) V (X A Z) suf(X A W A 
(XsufY)) v (X A Z) suf( Y A z A (Zsuf Iv)). 
7(Xsuf Y) =: -( 1sufY) V (YY) suf(-X A -Y). 
XsufY z nY V n(X A (XsufY)). 
Xsuf(X A (XsufY)) cz n(X A (XsufY)). 
Xsuf(X A (XsufY)) z Xsuf(X A nY). 
fnl z 0. 
1XAfXInl. 
P zz fP for primitive propositions P. 
fX A(a)Y z (a)(f A I?. 
n(a) X z nl A (a) 5X. 
(a) 1 3 fin. 
Axiom 4.1( 16) is called the path induction axiom. It is not hard to see that all the 
above axioms hold in all path models, therefore the system is sound. 
The following are some elementary theorems of PL which follow easily from the 
axioms of Definition 4.1. After each one we indicate in parentheses the axioms and 
previous parts of the theorem used in the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(1) foz0, fl “, 1, f(XA Y)zfXAfY (4.1(2), (3)). 
(2) (XsufZ) v (YsufZ) 3 (X v Y) SUfZ (4.1(4), (5)). 
(3) (XsufZ) A (YsufZ) z (X A Y) sufZ (4.1(4), (5)). 
(4) lsuf0 z 0 (4.1(6)). 
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(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
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XsufU z 0, n0 Z. 0 (4.2(2), (4)). 
n(XV Y)~nXVnY(4.1(4)). 
n(XAY)znXA nY(4.1(5)). 
n-X= nl A +IX (4.2(5)-(7)). 
Xsuf(X A nY) z n(X A (XsufY)) (4.1(8), (9)). 
lsuf(nX) z n( Is&X) (4.2(g)). 
L, 2 (XZ Lx) (4.1(3), (11)). 
fX zz f(L, A X) (4.1(2), (10); 4.2( 1)). 
(cz) L, II L, (4.1(l), (14); 4.2(5)). 
RX% fX (4.2(11), (12)). 
XsufX % nX (4.1(7); 4.2(6)). 
(-X) sufx z lsufx (4.1(6); 4.2(5)). 
XsufY z (X A,Y) sufY(4.2(2), (3), (16)). 
(~)(L,AX)ZL,,AXA (a)L,(4.1(1),(13); 4.2(11), (13)). 
(a*) L, z L, (4.1(l); 4.2(13)). 
n((a)X)xnl A(a~nX(4.1(1),(14);4.2(8),(13)). 
L, A(a*) nXx L, A (a) n(a*) X (4.1(l); 4.2(19), (20)). 
S(X,,..., X,, X,, I,..., X,,, ; Y) = S(X,, ,..., X, ; S(X,+ I,..-, X,,, ; Y)) (4.2(7)). 
L, A (a) nkY 2 n”((a) Y) (4.2(7), (20)). 
(a> Lk 1 ‘O(i<kLi (4.2(18), (20)). 
The extended Fischer-Ladner Closure 
The extendes Fischer-Ladner closure of a formula W, denoted EFL(W) or just 
EFL if W is understood, is the set of formulas that are relevant to the semantics of 
W. EFL(W) is analogous to the Fischer-Ladner closure FL(W) used in 
[5, 15,21,26,] for PDL. Formally, FL(w) (or just FL) is defined to be the smallest 
set of formulas containing W and closed under the following rules: 
if XV YEFL, then XE FL and YE FL, 
if -XE FL, then X E FL, 
if (a) X E FL, then XE FL, 
if (aU/?)XCZFL, then (a)XEFLand(JI)XEFL, 
if (oP) X E FL, then (a)@) X E FL, 
if (a*)XE FL, then (a) X E FL and (a)(a*) X E FL. 
Then FL(W) is finite [5], and is in fact linear in the size of W. The completeness of 
PDL was established in [ 151 by constructing, for a given consistent W, a model 
whose states were atoms of FL(W) (’ i.e., consistent conjunctions of elements of FL 
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such that each X E FL or its negation appears in the conjunction). In order to obtain 
the completeness of PL we need to extend the concept of Fischer-Ladner closure. Let 
X(x) be a formula with one free occurrence of variable x ranging over formulas of 
PL. Now X(Y) denotes X(x) with variable x replaced by formula Y. Then X(Y) is a 
formula of PL. Define the relation -+ by: W + W’ if there is a formula X(x) such that 
W = X(Y), W’ = X(Y’), and Y’ is a Boolean combination of subformulas of Y. --$ * 
denotes the reflexive closure of -+. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The extended Fischer-Ladner closure of W, denoted EFL( W), 
is the smallest set of formulas containing FL( IV), nl, and fin, and closed under +. 
Although EFL( W) contains infinitely many formulas, we prove below that it is 
finite up to equivalence modulo =, although the number of equivalence classes can be 
nonelementary in the size of W. 
Define L(X) = { YIX-+ * Y}. If L is a set of formulas of PL, define BC(L) to be the 
set of Boolean combinations of elements of L. Let @ be any operator symbol in the 
language of PL, including the modal operators (a). Operator @ can be of any arity 
(including 0), but for simplicity of notation we shall write 0 as a binary operator. 
LEMMA 4.4. L(&%-y)=Bc(L(x)UL(y)U (@ZWlZE L(X), WE L(Y)}). 
Proof(Z). Since @XY+ X, we have that L(X) c L(@XY). Similarly 
L(Y) E (OXY). Since @XY-+* @Z W whenever X -+* Z and Y -+* W, we have that 
wwzE L(X), WE L(Y)} c L(@XY). 
Thus it remains to show L(@XY) is closed under BC. But any set L(Z) is closed 
under k, since if B(Y, ,..., Y,) is any Boolean combination of the formulas Yj, where 
Z+* Yi, then Z-+B(Z ,..., Z)+* B(Y ,,..., Y,). 
(G). Certainly 
G3xYEBC(L(X)uL(Y)u{~ZW~ZEL(X), WEL(Y)}), 
and any application of -+ to a Boolean combination of members of L(X), L(Y), and 
{@ZWlZ E L(X), WE L(Y)} results in a formula of the same form. Since L(@XY) 
is the least set containing @XY and closed under -+, the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Up to equivalence modulo E, EFL(W) is finite. 
Proof: It suffices to show that L(X) is finite modulo =, where X is some formula 
containing all elements of FL(B’), fin, and L, as subformulas. We do this by 
induction on the structure of X. For primitive P, all elements of L(P) are 
propositionally equivalent to P, -2, 0, or 1. For X of the form @YZ, by induction 
hypothesis L(Y) and L(Z) are finite modulo =, so by Lemma 4.4 and the fact that a 
finitely generated Boolean algebra is finite, L(@YZ) is finite as well. 1 
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Let W be a consistent formula. An atom of EFL(IV) is any <-minimal consistent 
element of EFL( IV). The symbols A, B, C, A,, ,..., will always be used to denote atoms 
of some EFL( IV). By the previous lemma, any EFL( IV) has only finitely many atoms 
up to r-equivalence. Because EFL( W is closed under Boolean combinations, for any 
XE EFL( IV) and atom A, either A <X or A < 4, and any X in EFL(IV) is 
equivalent to the join of all A <X. This says that there is at least one atom A < W, 
since W is consistent. 
5. COMPLETENESS OF PL 
In this section we prove the completeness of the axiom system for PL given in the 
last section. We first assume the axiom fin and restrict our interpretations to paths of 
finite length only, and later indicate how to extend the result to the general case. We 
define a special form for formulas and show that each formula X is equivalent to 
infinitely many formulas in special form, called the refinements of X, and show that 
X = Y iff X and Y have a common refinement (Lemma 5.7). This part is purely 
syntactic. Next we show that (under the axiom fm) 
X= v{S(A o,...,A,)IS(A,,...,A,)<X,k>O} 
for any X, where the Ai are atoms of EFL(X) and S(A,,,..., Ak) is the formula defined 
in Definition 2.2, and V denotes the infinite join or least upper bound with respect to 
the relation <. This is done by proving that 
1sufX = V,nkX 
(o)(X A 1sufY) E V,(a)(X A nkY). 
Finally, the technique of [ 151 is applied. A path model is built with states 
{AilA, A L, is consistent}, and it is shown that the path (A,,,..., Ak) satisfies X in this 
model iff S(AO,..., Ak) <X. 
A partition is a finite set 7~ of consistent but pairwise inconsistent formulas with 
V7c = 1. If TL and p are partitions, then so is their coarsest common refinement 
xAp=(XAYIXEz,YEp,XA Yconsistent}. 
For any subset o of a partition, define 
The formula (a) [I says that program a enables every A E 0, but no A @G o. Note that 
(a)0 = [a] 0 and that if rr is a partition, then so is the set ((a) u/u c 7~1. 
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Now we define by mutual recursion the four concepts: 
(i) (n, L)-partition, 
(ii) (( ), P)-partition, 
(iii) L,-special form, and 
(iv) special form. 
Special forms are like normal forms in that they give a subset of formulas obeying 
certain syntactic restrictions, but nevertheless represent all formulas up to provable 
equivalence. We hesitate to use the term normal form because the representation is 
not unique. L,-special forms are meaningful because they represent the result of 
attempting to show how the satisfiability of a formula in a path depends on the 
satisfiability of a set of other formulas in states of that path. The other formulas in 
that set are Lo-special forms. 
(i) An (II, L)-partition is a partition of the form {nX, ,..., nX,, L,}. 
(ii) A partition rr is a (( ), P)-partition if there exist (n, L)-partitions 7ci ,..., rck, 
distinct primitive program letters a, ,..., ukr and distinct primitive proposition letters 
P , ,..., P, such that 71 is the set of all consistent terms of the form 
(a,) ‘5, A +a. A (u,Juk A Q, A .‘+ A Q,,, 
where each Q,i is either Pj or -Pi and each oi is a subset of 7ti. 
(iii) An LO-special form is a term of the form L, A Va, where u is a subset of a 
(( ), P)-partition. 
(iv) A special form is a term of the form 
Vi(nXi A fyi) ’ (L, A ‘), 
where {nX, ,..., nX,, L,} is an (n, L)-partition and all Y, and Z are in L,-special form. 
For example, the primitive proposition P is equivalent to the special form (nl A fP) V 
(L, A P), and 1 is equivalent to the special form (nl A fl) V (L, A 1). (Strictly 
speaking, the fP and fl in the above examples should really be f(L, A P) and 
f(L, A l), but we omit the L, in light of Theorem 4.2(12). This abuse, and others like 
it that may appear in the sequel, are for notational convenience and should-cause no 
misunderstanding.) 
Let u be a subset of an (n, L)-partition.’ By Theorem 4.2(18), if L, E u, then 
nl A (a) u is inconsistent: otherwise, by Theorem 4.2(20), 
nl A (a) (3 = n(a) u’, 
where 
u’= (A(lL4 Eu}. 
571.:25/2-3 
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The coarsest common refinement K A p of any two (n, L)-partitions a and p can be 
made into an (II, L)-partition using Theorem 4.2(7). This partition is denoted by 
rc A p. Similarly, any two (( ), P)-partitions n and p have a common refinement rr A p 
that is a (( ), P)-partition and is coarsest among all such refinements, obtained by 
forming rt A p, taking the coarsest common refinements of the (n, L)-partitions in the 
definitions of rr and p, and using the PDL axioms. By a rejhrement of an (n, L)- or 
(( ), P)-partition rr we shall mean any partition II A p, where p is a partition of the 
same type. 
If the LO-special form X is defined in terms of the (( ), P)-partition II, and if p is a 
refinement of II, then there is an LO-special form Y equivalent to X and defined in 
terms of p, obtained by replacing Vu with VT, where r is the unique subset of p such 
that Vu = Vs. Such a Y is called a refinement of X. Similarly, a refinement of special 
form X is an equivalent special form Y such that the LO-special forms and (II, L)- 
partition appearing in the definition of Y are refinements of those in the definition of 
X. Any L,-special form or special form is equivalent to all its refinements. 
Now we associate with each X a special form X’ equivalent to X. This is done by 
induction on term structure. A special form P’ for primitive P has been given above, 
and below we give special forms for X A Y, Yy, XsufY, tlX, and (a)X, provided X 
and Y are already in special form. Note that X’ is uniquely defined relative to given 
special form representations of all the maximal proper subformulas of X, but in 
general there are infinitely many special form representations for the subformulas of 
X and hence infinitely many possible X’. In the process of defining the following 
special forms, we shall simultaneously be proving by induction on formula structure 
that X f X’, and if X’ = V,(n~,r\ fyi) V (L, A Z), then the Xi, Y,, and any W that 
occurs in Z in the form (a) nW are equivalent to formulas in EFL(X). 
First we define (X A Y)‘, where X and Y are the special forms 
v&Xi A fyi) V Z, Vj(nUj A fVj) V W. 
Now X A Y is equivalent to 
Vij(n(Xi A Uj) A f(Yi A Vi)) V (Z A IV), 
obtained by converting to disjunctive normal form, using Theorem 4.2(l), (7), and 
deleting inconsistent terms. Now Z A W can be put into L,-special form by taking the 
coarsest common refinements of the (( ), P)-partitions defining Z and W and using 
the PDL axioms to combine terms of the form (a) o and (a) r. The same holds for the 
Y, A Vi. This process uses Theorem 4.2(7) and the PDL axioms. We take (X A Y)’ to 
be the resulting formula. 
If X is the special form V,(~X, A fyi) V (L, A Z), where Yi = L, A Vu, and 
Z = L, A Vu,, each pi E rri where the 71i where the n, are (( ), P)-partitions, then take 
“Oi to be the complement of CT, in rr, and take 
(-X)’ = v,(nX, A f(L, A v - ui) V (L, A v - a,). 
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To show 3y 5 (-X)‘, note that since {nX, ,..., “x,, L,} is a partition, 
1x- +vi@Xi AfYi) v (L, A Z)) S Vi(nXi A 7fY;) v (L” A -lZ) 
by purely propositional reasoning. Then 
-fyi = f(L, A -Vu,), L,A-ZEL,A&~,, 
by Axiom 4.1(3) and Theorem 4.2(12); finally, -Va, E V - oi by the PDL axioms. 
This gives (,X)‘. 
(Xsuf y)’ is defined to be (nX, A fl) V (nXz A fl) 
V (nX, A fo) V (Lo A 01, 
where X, = Y, X, =X A (XsufY), and X, = n(4, A -X2). This uses Axiom 4.1(7). 
We leave the definition of (LX)’ as an exercise. This case uses Theo- 
rem 4.2(11), (12). 
The hardest case is ((a) X)‘. If X = Vi(nXi A f’Yi) V (L, A Z), then 
(a) X = &(((a) nX,) A fyi) V (a)(Lo A Z) 
E V,(((a) nX,) A nl A fY,) 
V V,(((a) nX,) A L, A fY,) V (a)(Lo A Vu>, (5.1) 
where Z = L, A Vu. By Theorem 4.2( 18), (a)(LO A Vu> E L, A Vu A (a) L,. But 
(a) L, can be reduced to a positive Boolean combination of formulas of the form 
(a) L,, where the a are primitive programs that occur in a, using Theorem 4.2( 18) 
and the PDL axioms. Thus the third term in (5.1) is equivalent to a term of the form 
L, A &A(a) L, A a). N ow each (a) L, is incorporated into u. If u contains a term 
of the form (a) r and t does not contain L,, then the result is inconsistent. If u 
contains (a) r and L, is in r, then the result is (a) t. If u does not contain any term of 
the form (a) r, then a refinement has to be taken. 
The second term of (5.1) is equivalent to V,L,, A Yi A (a) “xi by Theorem 4.2( 11). 
The Yi are already in L,-special form. The a in the term (a) nXi is now broken up 
using the PDL axioms. (/3 U y) nXi becomes (/3) nXi V (y) nXi. @y) “xi becomes 
@(Lo A (Y> nXi> V CO)(nl A (v> nXi)* (5.2) 
The first term of (5.2) is equivalent to (j?) L, A (y) “xi using Theorem 4.2(18). The 
#?) L, is decomposed as above and the process is applied recursively to decompose 
the y. By Theorem 4.2(20), the second term of (5.2) is equivalent to (/I) n(y) Xi, and 
the process is applied recursively to decompose p. Finally, if a is of the form p*, by 
Theorem 4.2(21), the L, A @I*) “xi appearing in the second term of (5.1) can be 
replaced by L, A (j?) n@*) Xi, and the procedure can be applied recursively. This 
process continues until all a appearing outside the scope of an n are primitive. Then 
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the second and third term of (5.1) together form a Boolean combination of L, and 
terms of the form (a) nX and (a) L,. Each (a) nX is replaced by 
V((a)a~Os71,nXEa}, 
where n = {nX, n--X, L,}, and each (a) L, is replaced by 
V{(a)aloE {L,,nl},L,Ec} 
and the A-meet of all these partitions is taken. This results in an equivalent L,-special 
form. Finally, by Theorem 4.2(20), the first term in the expression (5.1) is equivalent 
to 
V,(n(ct) Xi A fyi). 
The set {n(a) X, ,..., n(a) X,,, L,} is not necessarily an (n, L)-partition, but we can 
make it so by taking the A-meet of all the (n, L)-partitions {n(a) Xi, ny(a) Xi, L,}. 
The resulting formula is in special form and is taken to be ((a) X)‘. 
We shall write X+’ Y iff Y is a refinement of some X’, where X’ is defined 
according to the above construction. We have already proved in the above 
construction 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf X-+’ Y, then X = Y. 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf X E Y is an instance of an axiom, then there is a special form Z 
such that X-+‘Z and Y-+‘Z. 
ProoJ This is quite straightforward to check for almost all the axioms, but lack 
of a good notaton makes some cases tedious, especially the PDL axioms. We argue 
the case of the PDL axiom 
(a*)X-XV (aa*)X. 
If X G V,(~X, A fyi) V (L, A Z), then in the process of deriving ((a*) X)‘, (a*) X 
reduces to 
V,(n(a*) Xi A fyi) V vi(L, A (a) n(a*) Xi A Yi) V (L, A Z). 
Similarly X V (aa*) X reduces to 
(5.5) 
v&S, A fyi) V (L, A Z) V V,(n(aa*) Xi A fyi) 
V vi(L, A (aa*) nXi A Yi) V (L, A Z A (aa*) L,). (5.6) 
The first term of (5.5) is equivalent to the join of the first and third terms of (5.6), by 
the PDL axiom above and Theorem 4.2(6). Thus the first term of (5.5) and the join 
of the first and third terms of (5.6) will produce the same result if we refine (5.5) and 
(5.6) by the (n, L)-partitions (nXi, n ~ Xi, L,} and (n(aa*) X,, ny (aa*) Xi, L,}. 
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We can discard the fifth term of (5.6) since it is covered by the second term. But the 
second term of (5.6) is identical to the third term of (5.5). Finally, the second term of 
(5.5) and the fourth term of (5.6) can be shown to have a common retinement using 
Theorem 4.2( 18), (20), (21). ! 
LEMMA 5.7. If X G Y, then there exists a Z such that X-t’ Z and Y---f’ Z. 
Proof: If X= Y is an instance of an axiom, then the result follows from 
Lemma 5.4. If @WZ = @YZ by virtue of the fact that X = Y, then by induction on 
term structure there exists a W such that X-r’ W and Y-+’ W. Since W is a special 
form representation of both X and Y, @XZ+’ (0 WZ)’ and @YZ -+r (0 WZ)‘. 
Finally, if X = Z by virtue of the fact that there is a Y such that X = Y = Z, then by 
induction there are U, V such that X-+’ U, Y --$I U, Y --$r V, and Z +r V. Then X +’ 
(I/n V) and Z-+‘(Ua V). I 
As an immediate corollary of this result, we have 
LEMMA 5.8. (i) If nX and fY are both consistent, then nX A fY is; 
(ii) if nX is consistent, then L, A (a) nX is; 
(iii) ifX is consistent, then nX is. 
ProoJ (i) If nX A fY = 0, then by the previous lemma, there exists a Z such 
that IL%’ A fY -+" Z and O-+ r Z. But by definition of + r, O+‘Z iff Z = 0, and 
nX A fY+’ 0 iff either IL.?+’ 0 or fY+‘O. Cases (ii) and (iii) are similar. I 
In the following, W is a consistent formula of PL and A, B, C,..., denote atoms of 
EFL( II’). 
LEMMA 5.9. (i) If U A nB A C is consistent, then El A nB < C; 
(ii) if S&4,,..., A& A C is consistent, then S(A,,...,A,) < C; 
(iii) if S(A,,..., A, ; B) A C is consistent, then S(A, ,..., A, ; B) < C. 
Proof. (i) Let XE EFL(W) such that C <X. Using the representation X’, 
E4 A nB is consistent with some subformula fZ A II W occurring in X’, where Z and 
W are in EFL(X) E EFL(W). Since A and B are atoms, A < Z and B < W, thus 
fA A nB Q fZ A n W < X. Since C is the meet of all such X, EA A nB < C. Cases (ii) 
and (iii) follow from (i). 1 
Lemma 5.9 implies that C A L, = VS(A,,..., AJ, where the join is over all 
sequences (AO,..., AJ such that S(A,,..., Ak) A C is consistent. 
LEMMA 5.10. (i) For any formula Y, 
some YE V,,, nkY 
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in the sense that for any Z, Z A some Y is consistent lrZ A nkY is consistent for 
some k > 0. 
(ii) For any Y, (a)(X A some Y) s V,,,(~)(X A n”r>. 
Proof: (i) The direction > is immediate from the axioms. For the direction 4, 
let Z be any formula of PL such that W = Z A some Y is consistent. Form EFL( I+‘) 
with atoms A, B,.... Let 
Then Y < U, and we claim also that nU < U, for if -4 A nU were consistent, then 
A A nC would be consistent for some A < 4J and C < U, and then fB A nC would 
be consistent for some fB A nC (A, by Lemma 5.9. But C A nkY is consistent since 
C< U, so fB An(C AnkY) is by Lemma 5.8, and fB An(C AnkY)<A Ank”Y, 
thus the latter is consistent, which contradicts the fact that A < -4. Then 
Z A some Y< YV (lsufy), 
< U V ((nU 3 U) sufU), 
<UVnU by the path induction axiom 
s u. 
Then there is an atom C < Z A U, therefore Z A nkY is consistent for some k. The 
proof of (ii) is similar. I 
Using Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 we get 
LEMMA 5.11. (i) fin S Vk>OLk and (Cf)fin = Vk.+O(o) Lk; 
(ii) X A tin E i’s@,,..., Ak) and (a)(X A fin) = V(a) S(A,,,..., Ak), where thejoin 
is over all S(A,,,..., Ak) consistent with X. 
It is interesting to note that the proof of Lemma 5.10 gives a bound on the least k 
such that Z A nkY is consistent: k < 1 EFL(Z A some Y’j . 
The remainder of the proof mimics the completeness proof for PDL given in [ 15 1. 
We first prove the result in the absence of inlinte paths, and indicate later how to 
extend the result to the general case. Accordingly, we assume the axiom fin and 
restrict interpretations to path models with only finite paths. 
Let W be a consistent formula of PL and let A, B, C, AO,..., denote atoms of 
EFL(W). We shall construct a path model M and a finite path p in M with p I= W. 
The states of M will be the atoms A of EFL(W) such that A < L,. Paths in this 
model consist of sequences of states (AO,..., Ak). The reader should bear in mind that, 
as in the proof in [ 151, the atoms A play two roles: formulas in the language of PL 
and states in the model M. The particular role is to be determined from context. The 
interpretation of the primitive formulas is given by: 
(A)k=p iff A<P. 
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The interpretation of primitive programs is given by: 
(A o,..., A& E R, iff L, A (a) S(AO,..., A,J is consistent. 
The following three lemmas are analogous to [ 15, Lemmas l-3 1. 
LEMMA 5.12. Let a be any program. If L, A (a) S(A,,..., AJ is consistent, then 
(A O,...rAJ E R,. 
ProoJ The proof is by structural induction on a. The basis is by definition and 
the case a = PU y is trivial. For the case a = /3~, suppose L, A (/3y) S(A,,..., A,) is 
consistent. Then L, A @)((JJ) S(A,,,..., A&) is consistent. But 
W(Y> %A,..., Ak)) f VO(i4k~)(S(AO’.‘.,Ai) A (Y) S(A,,...,A,)), 
therefore, (,@(S(A, ,..., Ai) A (7) S(A, ,..., AJ) is consistent for some 0 < i ,< k. 
Thus L, A @) S(Ao,..., Ai) and S(A, ,..., Ai) A (y) S(A, ,..., A,$ and therefore. 
Lo A (Y) S(Ai,***, A,J, are consistent. The result for this case then follows from two 
applications of the induction hypothesis. 
For the case a =/3*, suppose L, A @*) S(A,,,..., Ak) is consistent. The induction 
axiom of PDL says 
V*)S(A,,...,A,)~S(A,,...,A,) V @*)bS(A,,...,A,) 
A (P> W, ,...> A ,J) 
and Theorem 4.2(20) and elementary manipulations yield 
G&,..., Ak) V V*>(V,,i<,S(A,,...,Ai) A V) S(A,,*.*,A,))* 
If k = 0, then (A,) E R,. and we are done. Otherwise, 
Lo A @*>(V,<i<, S(A,,***,Ai) A @> S(A,,*.*,A,)) 
is consistent, so there must be an i < k such that L, A @*) S(AO,..., AJ and 
W o,***,Ai) A @) S(A,,.**, AJ, and hence L, A @) S(Ai,..., A,), are consistent. By 
the induction hypothesis, (Ai,..., AJ E R,, and then we repeat the process in order to 
break up L, A @*) S(AO,..., Ai). In this fashion we obtain a finite list po,...,pm of 
elements of R, such that I),, p, . . . pm = (A,, ,..., AJ. 1 
LEMMA 5.13. Let (a) X E EFL(W’). Then S(AO,..., A,J ,< (a) X sff there exist 
A k+ ,,..., A,,, such that (Ak ,..., A,) E R, and S(A, ,..., A, ,,.., A,,,) < X. 
Proof: (4). 
S(A ,,,..., AJ f (a> X 
--) S(AO,..., A,J A (a) B is consistent for some B <X 
-+ S(A, ,..., A& A (a) S(A, ,..., Ak-, ; C) consistent 
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and S(AO,..., A,_, ; C) <B, by Lemma 5.9 
+ S(A,) A (a) C consistent, 
-, 3A k+ 1 ,..., Am(Ak ,..., A,,,) E R, and S(A, ,..., A,) < C 
by Lemmas 5.9, 5.11, and 5.12, 
+ (Ak,...,A,) E R, and S(A, ,..., A, ,..., A,) 
= S(A, )...) A,_ 1; S(A,p.., A,)) 
< S(A, ,..., A,_, ; C) <X. 
(6) This is by induction on the structure of a. We argue the case a =/I .* If . 
S(A (I,“‘, A, ,..., A,)<X and (Ak ,..., A,)E R,,, then (Ak ,..., A,)E R,, for some n. 
Then there exist k = k, < -.- < k, = m with (Aki,..., Aki+,) E R,. Since 
S(A O,“‘, &_,,..., A,J <X< @*>X and (Akp_,,...,AkP) E R,, 
by the induction hypothesis 
S(A o,...v%,_,) < @>@*)X~ @*)X. 
Proceeding backward through all ki in this fashion, we get S(A,,,..., A,J E @I*) X. 1 
LEMMA 5.14. Let X E EFL( IV). Then 
S(A ,, ,..., AJ < X iff (AO,..., Ak) ti X. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on the structure of X, using Lemma 5.13 for the 
case X = (a) Y. We argue the case X = Y sufZ. 
W o ,..., A& < YsufZ iff S(A, ,..., AJ A YsufZ is consistent, by Lemma 5.9, 
iff S(A,,,..., A& A n’Z is consistent for some 1 < i < k 
and S(A,,..., Ak) A dY is consistent for all 1 <j < i, 
iff S(A, ,..., A,J < Z and S(A,,..., A,J < Y for all 1 <j < i, 
iff (A i ,..., A,J + Z and (A,,..., A,J F Y for all 1 <j < i, 
iff (A,, ,..., A ,J I= YsufZ. 1 
THEOREM 5.15. The axiom system PL + fin is complete. 
Proof. Since WA fin is consistent, by Lemma 5.11 there is a consistent 
S(A O ,..., A,J < W. By Lemma 5.14, (A,, ,..., AJ C= W in the model M. 1 
Now we indicate how to extend the proof of completeness to encompass infinite 
paths. Discard the axiom fin and suppose WA inf is consistent. If X is any formula 
such that X A inf is consistent, then there is an atom B, of EFL(W) such that 
X A inf A B, is consistent. By Lemma 5.9, there are atoms A, and B, such that 
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Gi,AnB,<B, and XAinfAU,AnB, is consistent, i.e., XAinfAS(A,,B,) is 
consistent. Continuining in this fashion we can construct a countably infinite 
sequence 
of formulas such that each X A inf A S(A,,..., A,; Bk+ ,) is consistent. In order to 
satisfy WA inf, our first instinct is to construct this sequence for X = W and use the 
infinite path (A,, A I ,...). This path can fail to satisfy W, however. For example, if 
W = Psuf -, P, then this construction can yield the infinite path (P, P, P,...). 
Let us call an infinite sequence 
of consistent formulas standard if whenever XsufY E EFL(W) and B, < XsufY, 
there exists a k > 1 such that B, < Y. This definition excludes the counterexample 
above. 
LEMMA 5.16. If X A inf is consistent, then there exists a standard sequence CJ 
such that X A S is consistent for all S E o. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that X < inf. Let B, A X be consistent 
and let X,sufY,, 1 < i< m, be the set of all X,sufY, E EFL(W) such that 
B, < XiSUfYi. Since B, A X A AIGi,,XisufYi is consistent, m applications of 
Lemma 5.10 yield k, ,..., k, such that B, AX A AlciG,,,nklYi is consistent. Now do 
the construction of 
B,~S(A,;B,)~S(A,,A,;B,)~... 
as above, with B, AX A A,GiCm nkiYi in place of X. The resulting sequence c is 
standard, since Bki < Yi. 1 
Now let the definition of M be modified to allow a to contain infinite paths. If u is 
the sequence 
Bo~S(A,;B,)~S(A,,A,;B,)Z..., 
let p, denote the path @,,A ,,...,) in M. L emmas 5.13 and 5.14 are augmented with 
the following extra cases to handle the infinite paths: 
LEMMA 5.17. Let (a)XE EFL, X<inf. Then S(A,,...,A,)<(a)X sff there 
exists a standard u such that p, = (Ak,...,) E R, and S(A,,..., A,_, ; S) <X for all 
s E u. 
LEMMA 5.18. Let X E EFL( W) and let u be a standard sequence. Then S < X 
for all S E u ~flp, b X. 
The proofs of these lemmas are straightforward modifications of the proofs of 
Lemmas 5.13 and 5.14. Thus we have 
THEOREM 5.19. The axiom system PL is complete. 
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6. DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The Axiom P = fP 
The axiom P= fP makes the completeness and decidability proofs go through, 
since it allows the special form representation X’. This restriction is undesirable, 
however, since we would like to be able to substitute any path formula for the 
primitive P, not just those satisfying P = fP. We would like to see a construction 
leading to Lemma 5.10 which bypasses this restriction. 
The Test and Reverse Operators 
We have not accounted for tests (?) or the reverse operator (0 of DL. These 
operators in some cases make arguments simpler. Contrary to first thoughts, the 
reverse operator does make sense in the presence of infinite paths, if we define 
Pt= (a-)X iff 3q E R,(+(p = rq and r +X)). 
This semantics is quite different from the semantics of - in PDL, where - is a unary 
operator on programs. Here it is not an operator on programs, and a- only makes 
sense in the context of a PL formula (a-)X Thus a better notation than (a-)X is 
needed. Nevertheless, under this semantics, the two PDL axioms for - are satisfied. 
Expressive Completeness 
In the presence of the axiom P = fP, every path formula ultimately expresses 
poperties of states and how they interact, as with TL or NL. In [7, lo] it was proved 
that TL, and hence PL, is expressively complete for all such formulas, in the sense 
that any reasonable formula of states (meaning anything in the first order theory of 
linear order) can be expressed. In the absence of the axiom P - fP, however, PL is 
unable to express all reasonable path formulas. For example, without P = fP, the 
operators f and suf are not sufficient to express the property chop defined by: 
p + chop(X, Y) if there exist q, r with p = qr and q k X, r FY. (This is because 
program-free PL can be encoded in deterministic PDL, which is elementary 131, while 
program-free PL with chop is nonelementary.) Is there a good definition of 
reasonable path formula, and if so, what primitives in addition to f and suf are 
needed to make the system expressively complete? 
Complexity of PL 
As shown above, PL is no harder to decide than SnS, but it is not known whether 
PL is elementary. It is known that PL with chop is nonelementary, and PL with chop 
and without P = fP is undecidable [4]. This question could be answered in the 
negative if an efficient encoding of weak SlS or the first order theory of linear order 
with first element into PL could be found. PL does encode the first order theory of 
linear order with first element [7, IO] but the only known encoding is nonelementary 
[ 11. We thank Karl Abrahamson for pointing this out to us. 
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Algebraic and Topological Interpretation of PL 
Reasoning in an algebraic context is often cleaner than in the framework of pure 
logic, since irrelevant syntactic details are suppressed. For example, Boolean algebra 
captures the essence of propositional logic at a better level of abstraction. The 
algebraic structure of PDL has been studied in the form of dynamic algebra 
[ 1 l-14,29, 301 and has been found to aid insight and in some cases simplify proofs. 
Many of the results of this paper have natural algebraic and topological inter- 
pretations: 
Let L be the Boolean algebra of formulas of PL modulo the PL axioms of 
Section 4. and let 
nL = (IlqX E L}, fL = {WjXE L}. 
In Theorem 4.2(6)-(8) it is stated that nL is a Boolean subring of L with top element 
nl and that the map II: L + nL is a homomorphism, and in Lemma 5.8(iii), that it is 
an isomorphism; in Definition 4.1(2), (3) that EC is a Boolean subalgebra of L and 
that f is a homomorphism; in Theorem 4.2 (14), that f is a projection L -+ fL and in 
Definition 4.1(10) and Theorem 4.2( 11) that f is the Boolean ideal generated by Im n, 
and in Theorem 4.2(5) that L z nL. By the construction of X’ and Lemma 5.8(i), L is 
isomorphic to the direct sum of nL and E. Results involving joins and meets, such as 
Lemmas 5.10 and 5.17, have a natural topological interpretation involving density. 
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